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Abstract
As a result of research in the field of Artificial Intellgence, the technology of

expert systems has emerged as a popular programming methodology. The use of
Forth as a development language for expert systems has been motivated primarily
by the need for intellgent real-time control. However, Forth can also be a very

powerful tool for expert systems that do not operate in real-time, Le., consultant

systems. We have developed both knowledge-based consultant systems and
intellgent real-time monitoring systems using EXPERT-2 and Forth. This paper
presents some of the advantages offered by knowledge-based systems in Forth, and

describes how these systems have been used as educational tools to train mechanical

engineering students.

Introduction
Knowledge-based (expert) systems can be expected to play an increasing role in
the working life of a professional engineer. In the Mechanical Engineering
department at the University of Saskatchewan, we have been using EXPERT.2 ¡11,
various implementations of Forth, and a variety of microcomputers to expose the
student to this important and rapidly developing branch of technology. This paper
describes some of our recent experiences of applying EXPERT.2 to real-time and
consultant systems in an undergraduate environment.

Applications
Fault-diagnosis in Strain-gauge Laboratory

One of the laboratories in Mechanic¡il Engineering involves the placing of
strain-gauges on a steel specimen followed by an experimental stress analysis using
this strain gauge configuration. During placing of strain gauges, several faults may

occur, for example, dry joints, shorts, grounding faults, improper specimen

preparation, and so on. Such faults are commonly made by inexperienced students.
In previous years, considerable supervisory time has been expended in diagnosing
these faults. Since the advice was repetitive, the use of an expert system seemed

appropriate.
Currently, the lab is provided with a small expert system running EXPERT.2 in

Superforth on a Commodore C-64 microcomputer. The expert system provides for a

diagnosis of faults in strain gauge application. The use of an expert system for this
task is justified by the fact that the domain is small and complete.
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Expert Systems in Design Projects
Senior year mechanical engineering students at the University of Saskatchewan

are required to participate in .a comprehensive design project. This project may be
industry or research oriented, and has the same weighting asa two-term core clas.

students usually work in groups of 2 or 3, and

On an individual project,

approximately 150 hours of effort per student is involved over the full academic

year. Each design team is required to submit a formal engineering report, and to
present its work in a 20-minute platform presentation to the whole class and invited

guests from industry, government, and other faculties.

years, several such design projects have involved the

During the past few

design and implementation of an expert system. The aim of these particular
projects is to

expose students to this developing area of engineering. Two of thes
been

projects will be described in this paper. These expert systems have

implemented using EXPERT.2 as modified locally (2j. The main advantages of
EXPERT.2 for these projects are:

. The ability to run on microcomputer systems

. Rules written in EXPERT.2are expressed in plain english clauses,
circumventing the need to learn other high-level languages such as Lisp
or Prolog

. EXPERT.2 allows access to the underlying Forth if calculation o.r
interfacing to external devices be required

. Cheap!!!
i. Stainless Steels Selection

American Iron and Steel Institute (AISI) classified wrought stainless stels
groups: martensitic, ferritic, and

number about 60. These steels fall into 3

austenitic. Within each group, there are one or two general purpose alloys which

group. Modifications to the
compositions of these base alloys are required to meet the demands of specific

form the base composition for other alloys in the

applications, for example, nuclear, high temperature, welding, and so on. Obviously
the

correct selection from such a group requires considerable expertise, and thus,

lendsiiself to the use of an expert system.

"Expertise" for this project was obtained from textbooks and handbooks.

effort, however, was necessary to organize the information in a

Considerable

systematic fashion to accomodate the consequent-reasoning process in EXPERT.2. The
system functioned at the expert
about

assistant level, and the

completed system contained

200 rules.

2. Condition Monitoring of Hydraulic Circuits
The performance of hydraulic circuits
Fluid

contamination,

component wear,

effciency and reliability. Scheduled maintenance is

is not constant, but varies with time.
and leakage all contribute

to a loss

of

the traditional method to prevent

Pf;()C~~d¡ngs Qttl)e 1;Q.S7J R9çbest~¡: l'or:thi ÇQnfi;¡:ençi.

~~s

çat~.tropl:iìç: faHiires.. Aii intrQspeçtiye cil'çi.it ço;ulci p.ei:fQi:w. selJ):.dtag,nQ,si:S. tQ, 1?i¡eclJçt.
iriGi,l¡lÍeri¡t fail.iil1e oi¡ tp, sigpal pei¡fi?i¡Waiice degi¡aQ:atton.

Reçeritly, a gI'QllJ;; Qf stadgnts tQQk Qa a d:esig.n. pi:ojec;t tQ¡ sti.di);, çQndÄtiQn
r:.o.ai:tQriri.g o.f hy,draulk cil'ell,ì.ts. 'fl:e thi¡ee stiident5iwhQ parth;ipated! Ìn tI),is: pi¡Qjeçt
divi;ded. it in,to. thi¡ee pai:t.s:

. QuilQi;ng and instriir:entìng a hydi¡aiilit te.5t çii¡ciiit, tP sir:iilat,e i¡eQ\l.çtiQris:
in volumeti¡c dfiçiencies in. varjQl.s h);di¡al.liç cpmpo.rien.ts
. intedi;irig the i.nstrl.r:ented,
c¡i¡ci.it to, th,e çQmputel'
\

". writing an eiq),el't SY5tem to. continaol.sly r:QnitQi¡ tl:e eire,ult anc;¡ Q'eteçt

the ocçiir:ence of a change Qf s.tate
Eaçh I?art WaS pel't:rr:eQi Q); an inQ'ivi':lI.i;1; 5tllQ,ent.

~XPERT'~ and FOl'th have oQvious advaritages in thi5 pr:ojeçt. For e~ar:ple" t.he
student who developed the e~pei¡t. system, initially wl'o.te rules 5i.Çli a.;:
IF sensQ:L_l_is;. o.k

lN senSor 2 is ok

TB:Nl the circ.i.it is p.edoriiing i:c.eording to sp.ec.ific.i::tion
This rule-base could be written arid debi.gged independent of eil'çuit hard;ware.

The student who developed the intedace between the cor:pi.tel' and the
hydraulic circui:. coi.ld therefi?re write a Forth word,
sensor 1 is ok

which checks that sensor 1 is operative and that the paramet.er being r:l'a!ulled is

within an acceptable range. If all is. ok, a true flag is pushed onto the stack. If
not, a false flag is returned. These words could be thoroughly d'ebugged

independent of the expert system. A simple editing of the operators in the rule.
base, as shown Qelow, completes the progiiam.

- -, '-

IFRUN senS,Qr i is ok

ANRUN sensor 2 is ok

THENlIYl the circuit is performing i:ccording to s.pecHìci:tion'
It is doubtful that any other expert sys.tem sheii or tool.kit currently available

would allow this ease of connection.
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Expert Systems as Teaching Tools

The stainless steel selector previously mentioned, and a hydraulic circuit design

package currently under development as a M.Sc. research project 13J have both
been used in undergraduate laboratory exercises. Initially, the aim was to have a
large number of independent tests of these expert systems. However, it

was quickly

realized that exposure to the decision-making process for these applications gave the

students a clearer understanding of the underlying principles involved. By forcing
students along a decision path, the logical nature of the material selection or design

process was made more apparent. The use of expert systems is obviously an
effective terhnique to transmit not only the knowledge itself but also the mechanics
of the decision-making process.

Conclusions
Knowledge-based systems are likely to play an increasing role in the
engineering profession. Familarizing students with knowledge-based systems at some
point during their education prepares them for the future widespread application of

this technology in the engineering field. Only a limited amount of time can be
devoted to this area. It is therefore important that the central concepts of

knowledge-base construction be presented with as little interference as possible from
peripheral irrelevancies. The student should not have to learn Lisp or Prolog in
order to write a simple rule-base.

EXPERT.2 allows the writing of rules in near-english form and thus provides an

appropriate environment for the tyro. The abilty to access the underlying Forth

system simplifies the extension of the rule-base for communication with the outside
world.
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